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A physical chemistry experiment 

NMR Determination of the Rotational 
Barrier in N,N-dimethylacetamide 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has long been 
taught a t  the undergraduate level as an effective tool for 
structural studies. Althoueh it has been almost 20 vears since 
the first ~tudies  of rate processes hy nmr spertnmopy were 
renorted I 1  I little about this techn~oue has filtered down to 
thk underg;aduate level. Consider, for example, the lack of 
dynamic nmr experiments in the current physical chemistry 
lahoratory manuals (2). In this experiment the barrier to 
rotation in N.N-dimethvlacetamide is determined by mea- 
suring changes in nmr l k e  shapes as a function of tempera- 
ture. This studv is an example of dynamic nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy. 

The beautv of this method is twofold. First, dynamic as- 
pects of systems which are a t  chemical equilibrium can be 
studied. For example, rate information can be obtained for 
virtual reactions, such as the cis-trans isomerization of 
N,N-dimethylacetamide in which reactants and products are 
chemically identical 

Second, due to the characteristic period of the nmr measure- 
ment, a range of reaction rates usually encountered in the 
laboratory is easily accessible (10-1-10-5 s-1). In addition, 
rotational barriers in the range 3-20 kcallmole can be studied 
by this method (3). 

Theory 

Line Shape Analysis 
If two mourn of chemicallv equivalent nuclei are exchanged 

by an inGamolecular procesi, the nmr spectrum is a function 
of the difference in their resonance frequencies, UA - up = Au, 
and of the rate of exchange, k. (A typical value for AD is about 
10 Hz.) The effects of exchange at  several temperatures on the 
linewidths a t  u~ and ug are shown in Figure 1. At low tem- 
peratures the exchange is slow and k << Au. The spectrum thus 
consists of two sharp singlets a t  VA and vg (Fig. 1 A).  At high 
temperatures the exchange is fast; i.e. k >> Au and a single 
sharp peak is observed (Fig. 1 D). There is also an interme- 
diate temperature range over which the spectrum consists of 
two significantly broadened overlapping lines (Fig. 1 B) .  

Usually spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation determine the 
width of an nmr absorption peak (7). Here we are concerned 
with the additional effect of exchange of two groups of 
chemically equivalent nuclei on linewidth. The Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle states that the product of the uncer- 
tainty in the measurement of the energy of a particular state, 
AE, and the uncertainty in the lifetime of the state, At ,  is 
approximately equal to h; i.e 

AEAt -- h (1) 

Since 

I For example, see Program 140or 165,Quantum Chemistrv Pru- 
gram Exchange. Indiana University, Hloomington. Indiana 17101. 
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Figure 1. Effect of exchange of chemically equivalent nuclei on nmr line 
shapes. 

Aul12, the absorption linewidth for the transition, is inversely 
proportional to the lifetime of the excited state 

An exact analysis ot'rhe line hroadening produced by theex- 
rhanpe process is derived from the Hloch equations ( 4 ) .  The 
  loch equations describe the motion of the bulk magnetic 
moment of a samnle in the Dresence of a static field. Ho. and . ... 
a rotating field, H I ,  perpendicular toHo. 

The exart function for the l inesha~e 15) in the case of two . . .  
equivalent exchanging groups with no coupling is given by 

K ~ Y A  - u d P  d") = 

I' 
(4) [i - ve) - + 4 z 2 r Z ( u ~  - v ) ~ u g  - 

where&) is the intensity a t  the frequency, u; K is a normal- 
ization constant and r = 1/2k where k is the rate constant for 
the exchange. r, "A, and vg are functions of temperature and 
cannot be determined separately. Computer programs are 
available in which estimated values for r, UA, and vg are used 
to generateg(v) which is then compared to the experimental 
spectrum.' Values for r, PA, and up are chosen such that the 
deviation between the experimental and calculated lineshapes 
is minimized. Alternatively various approximations can be 
made which apply over different ranges of exchange rates. 
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A ~ ~ m x i m a t e  Methods for Evaluation of Rate Constants (6). . . 

Direct calculation of the lifetime of a specific spin state from 
eqn. (4) can be made over a limited temperature ranae. Be- 
yond a certain temperature, the rate of exchange is so f k t  that 
the magnetic environments of the two sets of nuclei are 
identical and any possihle distinction between the two sets of 
nuclei is lost. Thus we have only one set of spins with a lifetime 
determined by spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation mecha- 
nisms. 

As the temperature is varied from values a t  which the rate 
of exchange is low through values of intermediate exchange 
rates, to rapid exchange, a series of approximations is available 
for the calculation of lifetimes. Although these approximate 
methods orovide somewhat less accurate results than does 
eqn. (4), k e y  present the student with a meaningful treatment 
of the data obtained bv an nmr studv of a chemical rate oro- 
cess. 
Slow andhtermediate  Exchange: At slow exchange rates 

the spectrum consists of two lines. In this region r >> ("A - 
up)-', and eqn. (4) reduces to 

.. . . . 

where T ~ A '  is the spin-spin relaxation time. Comparison of 
eon. ( 5 )  to theexact function shows that the linewidth of the 
line a t  YA is 

1 1  
( A Y A ) ~  =; (m + $) ( 6 )  

In the absence of exchange the linewidth is (Avo)ln = 
(~TzA')-'. Exchange results in broadening equal to (?rr~)-'. 
A value fork (= 1/27) is determined by comparing linewidths 
a t  half height of exchanging peaks to those of peaks recorded 
at  temperatures where the rate of exchange is very small 

For slow exchange, the rate can also be related to the change 
in peak separation. Equation (8) applies over the limited 
range where there is extensive overlap between the two seo- 
araie peaks (but not too close to coal&ence, see below) 

- 

u k = % ( A d  - Ave2)112 (8) 

where Aui is the neak seoaration in Hz. and the subscrints (i . . 
= e or 0, have the previ&ly defined meanings. 

A third method applies in theslow exchange region. In the 

ratio method, k is calculated from the ratio of the intensities 
of the peaks, I-, to the intensity midway between the peaks, 
Zmin, r = Zmm/Zmin and 

k = nA"o ( r  + (,2 - r)112)-112 
73- (9) 

Coalescence Tem~erature: The coalescence temoerature is 
defined as the temperature a t  which the appearance of the 
soectrum chanees from that of two senarate oeaks to  that of 
:single, flat-t&ped peak (see Fig. 16). At t6is temperature 

rAvo 
=73- (10) 

Fast Exchange: At temperatures above the coalescence 
temperature, the spectrum consists of a single peak. In this 
region r << (WA - u d - '  and eqn. (4) reduces to  

If the signal is not completely collapsed, i.e., the process is slow 
enough to contribute to  its width hut is still well beyond the 
rate corresponding to separate signals, the following ap- 
proximation results 

Experimental 
A 15 volume percent solution of freshly distilled N,N- 

dimethylacetamide (NNDMA) is prepared gravimetrically 
in carbon tetrachloride containing 2% tetramethylsilane 
(TMS). The sample is transferred to a clean and dry nmr tuhe, 
deeassed, and oermanentlv sealed. Deeassine is reauired in 
order to remove paramagnetic oxygen which, if not removed, 
would result in an additional. indeterminate line broadening 
factor. To be sure that the sealed nmr tuhe can withs tad 
exposure to high temperatures, the tube should be immersed 
in an oil bath and heated to -160°C. 

Any nmr spectrometer equipped with a variable tempera- 
ture probe may he used for the spectral measurements. A se- 
ries of spectra is recorded at  each temperature until no further 
change in spectral characteristics (line-width or peak sepa- 
ration) is observed. The resolution of the instrument should 
he checked a t  each temperature by recording the methyl 
resonance of TMS. The temperature is most conveniently 
determined using either a sample of ethylene glycol (above 
ambient): T = 466.4 - 1.705 (AD) - 63.4 (Av/100)'or methyl 
alcohol (below ambient): T = 406.0 - 0.551 (Aw) (8 ) .  

Exact peak positionxand linewidths are determined using 
the sideband technique (7). This technique may also be used 
to calibrate the chan paper. Typical full scale spectra obtained 
with s Perkin-Elmer R12 nmr soectromerer are shown in 
Figure 2. Figure 3 shows results at ;emperatures ranging from 
259-368°K. These results were obtained with the spectrom- 
eter set on the 50 Hz scale. 

The data are divided into three groups corresponding to 
slow exchange and intermediate exchange, coalescence tem- 
perature, and fast exchange. Then eqns. (7) through (12) are 
used to calculate k (Table 1). Figure 4 shows a plot of log k 
versus ( T  (OK))-'. The slope of this plot yields avalue for the 
activation energy. Using values of k extending over the entire 
temperature range, 279-485OK, E,  was found to  he 14 kcall 

Table 1. Typical Values fork 

Flgure 2. (A) NMR spectrum of N,Ndimethylacetamide. 15% in carbon tetra- 
chiwide (2lbTMS). (8) W R  specbwn at aoetyl dwtwated N,Ndimethybcet- 
amide, 15% in carbon tetrachloride (2% TMS). 
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Figwe 3. Effect of temperature on line shapes and values fork, the exchange 
rate for the two Kmethyl groups. 

 able 2. Comparison to Values of Reeves. et al. 191 

This study Reeves et al. 191 

Q See Discussion Section 

mole. Eliminating values fork a t  the two lowest temperatures 
vielded a value for E.  = 17 kcallmole. in much better aaree- 
kent  with the 16.8 kdallmole determined by Reeves et 2. (91 
in an identical studv. The ouanritv. X I ,  is obtained from a 
plot of log (klT) versus ~ - ' . ~ r o m  ;dues for E, and AGt, AHt 
and AS' can he evaluated. See Table 2 for a comparison of the 
results of this study with the values obtained by Reeves et  al. 
(9 ) .  

Discussion 
Amides are the simplest model compounds for the peptide 

bond in nroteins. The conformation of the oentide bond nlavs ~~~~~~ ~ . . . " 

an important role in determining the backbone structure of 
nroteins (101. X-Rav crvstdlorrar~hic resulw indicate that the 
trans codfi&rationU(1f) is the piedominant form in amides, 
polypeptides, and proteins. However, recent work has shown 

o Reeves eta/ (8) 
0 this experiment 

Figwe 4. Log kversus 1031T(aKI 

Figwe 5. (A) Sigm4mnding skeleton f a  peptide group. (8) Pidonding molecular 
orbital for peptide group. 

that the cis form does occur in some proteins and polypeptides 
1721. ,--,- 

The planarity of the peptide bond originates from the de- 
localization of the carbonyl electrons and two resonance 
structures, (I) and (II), can be drawn 

Alternatively, the origin of this rotational barrier can be 
viewed in terms of molecular orbital theory. After constructing 
the sigma bonding skeleton, the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen 
atoms each have a p orbital "left over." (See Figure 5A.) One 
possible linear combination of these p orbitals leads to  a T 

bonding molecular orbital which extends over the three atoms, 
Figure 58. 

If the -N(CH& moiety rotates freely, we would expect the 
complete nmr spectrum of NNDMA to consist of two singlets, 
with an intensity ratio of 2 1  (2 methyls on nitrogen, 1 methyl 
on the carhonyl carbon). The nmr spectrum shown in Figure 
2A is thus not consistent with free rotation about the peptide 
bond. Instead of one peak a t  3 ppm and one a t  2 ppm, there 
are two peaks a t  -3 ppm in addition to  the one a t  2 ppm. This 
is thought to result from the two -N-CH3 groups being in 
magnetically nonequivalent environments. One methyl group 
is cis to the carbonyl bond and the other is cis to the acetyl 
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methyl group. The upfield resonance a t  -3 ppm is assigned 
to the -NCH. eroun cis to the acetvl methvl: the downfield 
resonance a t  -%-pp& is assigned to the - N ~ H ~  group cis to 
the carbonvl bond. The 2 oom resonance is assiened to the . . 
acetyl metcyl protons. 

" 

The effects of the rotational barrier. i.e. different maenetic 
environments for the two N-methyl &oups, ohserved at low 
temoeratures (Fie. 3) vanish at  hieher temoeratures. The rate 
of exchange between the two magnetic envkonments increases 
as the temperature is increased. The lifetime of each state thus 
decreases and hence the absorption peak is hroadened. At 
temperatures below the coalescence temperature few mole- 
cules have sufficient energy to overcome the barrier to rota- 
tion. However. a t  temoeratures ereater than the coalescence 
temperature, &any molecules h&e sufficient thermal energy 
to overcome the barrier and therefore rotation occurs. Thus 
there is no longer a preferred configuration (cis or trans) and 
the soectrum is the sinale line characteristic of free rotation 
aboui abingle bond. ~ u k h e r  increases in temperature cause 
the line to narrow. 

Our results are in good agreement with those of Reeves et  
al. (9). One experimental difficulty plagued our attempts to 
accurately determine k a t  low temperatures (<288'K). A 
significant amount of drift was noted as the doublet was re- 
corded at  these temperatures, thus introducing an indeter- 
minate uncertainty in hoth the linewidths and peak separa- 
tions. Elimination of the two values for k at  279°K and 288°K 
resulted in marked improvement in the value for E, which 
increased from 14 to 17 kcallmole. The drift could be elimi- 
nated by using an instrument provided with a locking 
mode. 

To avoid the effects of coupling between the trans N-methyl 
group and the acetyl methyl group, linewidth measurements 
were made on the cis peak only. This coupling effect can be 
almost completely eliminated by studying the acetyl deuter- 
ated analog of NNDMA, because proton-deuterium coupling 
is markedly smaller than proton-proton coupling (13). 

(Compare the peaks centered a t  -3 ppm in Fig. 2A and 
ZB.) 
Related Projects 

The magnitude of the rotational barrier in NNDMA has 
been shown to be both solvent and concentration dependent. 
At high concentrations and in the presence of polar solvents, 
molecular comolex formation leads to  values for E, signifi- 
cantly greater than 17 kcal/mole ( 1 4 ) .  

The snme of this exoerimenl can be broadend hy including 
the synthesis and pu;ification (15) of the acetyl deuterated 
analoe of NNDMA. As such it would be an experiment suit- 
able for project-type laboratories currently in vogue. Infrared 
soectroscopv (161 and dielcctric studies (17) can also sup- 
ilement th;nmr results. 
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